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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Mozquito Technologies AG produces a suite of development tools 
targeted at advanced interactive “form” development using XForms , 
XHTML, and their Forms Markup Language (FML) in its Mozquito Factory 
and Matrix product lines. This is important, since like XML, forms 
represent a structured interchange of data. Forms provide additional 
specific features such as workflow, auto-fill, and pre-fill form 
applications that are supported through the use of instance data. 
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XForms: Next Generation Web FormsXForms: Next Generation Web FormsXForms: Next Generation Web FormsXForms: Next Generation Web Forms    
 

When it comes to defining data and how it is presented, there are countless many XML and 
non-XML standards out there. However, when it comes to entering data and presenting forms 
to users, the world is still stuck in technology developed since the first days of the Web. 
Mozquito hopes to change that. 
 
XForms is defined by the Mozquito as the “next generation for web forms”. The XForms 
specification consists of three parts: the XForms User Interface, XML instance data, and the 
XForms submit protocol. The XForms User Interface provides a standard set of visual controls 
that are targeted toward replacing the controls used in today’s HTML and XHTML formats as 
well as associated specifications such as SVG and the Voice Browser Working Group. The 
data collected from XForms is expressed as XML instance data, the structure of which is 
defined by the XForms Model. This is important, since like XML, forms represent a structured 
interchange of data. XForms contains additional form-specific features such as workflow, 
auto-fill, and pre-fill form applications that are supported through the use of instance data. 
Instance data is sent to and received from the XForms Process by means of the XForms 
Submit Protocol. This protocol defines how XForms sends and receives data, and includes the 
ability to suspend and resume the completion of a form. Additional features of XForms 
includes support for handheld, television, and desktop browsers, printers and scanners, a 
richer user interface to meet the needs of business, consumer and device control 
applications, decoupled data, logic and presentation, improved internationalization, support 
for structured form data, advanced forms logic, multiple forms per page, and multiple pages 
per form, suspend and resume support, and seamless integration with other XML tag sets.  
 
XForms allows a user to reference any valid HTML document plus its associated style sheets. 
XForms present on these pages then become associated with related XML documents. When 
a user submits an XForm document, an XML document gets submitted to the server. In this 
regard, a roundtrip of XML data is sent between the browser and server. XForms supports a 
subset of XML Schema for input validation and constraint validation, as well as supporting 
XPath to perform binding between UI and back-end instances. While there is some 
dependency on XHTML as a display format, other specifications such as SVG and VoiceXML 
are looking at XForms as a means to add interactivity. Along with Mozquito, other XForms 
working group members include IBM, Jetform, PureEdge, Openwave, Ericsson, Progress 
Software, Philips, Xerox, and Microsoft. 

 
Forms Markup Language (FML)Forms Markup Language (FML)Forms Markup Language (FML)Forms Markup Language (FML)    
 

Forms Markup Language (FML) was developed as a means for separating the way that form 
information is presented to a user from the way that the information is submitted and 
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packaged by a server. In the beginning, Mozquito was pretty much on its own with the 
development of its FML language, but soon the W3C took interest in the notion of such 
packaged and formatted form data. As a result, Mozquito became one of the founding 
members of the XForms working group that sought to standardize the mechanisms by which 
form information is defined and exchanged. Their development of FML was continued within 
the confines of the W3C as XForms, and as such many of the key features of FML found their 
way into the specification. 
 
While the core of the XForms specification deals with the binding of data, Mozquito’s FML 
specification is an extension of XHTML on the user interface side. It provides a mechanism to 
specify user interface elements such as toggles and multipage controls. There does exist a 
new proposal in the form of XForms UI to specify these features, but currently this is not a 
specification. Thus, while the current specifications in the FML extensions to XForms are 
proprietary, there is every effort being made to incorporate these ideas into subsequent 
releases. The XForms core itself is about to go into “last call” status in the W3C and will 
become a formal recommendation in 2002. 
 
Traditionally, XML can be transformed by means of XSLT into FML, but one doesn’t need XSL 
at all with XForms. In many ways, XSLT is a performance hog. In the future, systems won’t 
need XSL to pre-process documents since the browser will merge XHTML, XForms, and XML 
data.  

 
Mozquito Factory and Matrix Product LinesMozquito Factory and Matrix Product LinesMozquito Factory and Matrix Product LinesMozquito Factory and Matrix Product Lines    
 

Founded in 1998 by Sebastian Schnitzenbaumer and Malte Wedel and originally named 
“Stack Overflow AG”, Mozquito Technologies AG produces a suite of development tools 
targeted at Forms and XHTML development tools in its Mozquito Factory and Matrix product 
lines. 
 
Mozquito’s products revolve around the use and development of XForms and FML-based 
applications. They include an authoring environment, plug-ins for popular editors, and offer 
server technologies that plug-in to web servers to provide FML functionality. These products 
are embodied in their Matrix and Factory product lines.  
 
Mozquito’s core competency is reflected in its Matrix product. It performs conversion from 
XML and FML formatted documents into JavaScript and Dynamic HTML (DHTML) for 
presentation to a user. When a user requests a document from a web server that is Matrix 
enabled, a plug-in on the server performs dynamic browser identification and capability 
determination, the results of which are sent to a Matrix server and gets transformed into 
JavaScript, DHTML, and static HTML documents. The Matrix server thus provides Web 
designers and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) with the ability to create dynamically 
generated Web pages using XHTML, FML, and XForms. The use of FML combined with 
conventional server-side scripting technology gives users the ability to change the content and 
layout of a page as well as take advantage of the enhanced functionality embedded in FML. 
The XHTML-FML files are stored on the Web server with a .xhtml extension and are 
transformed into cross-browser compatible HTML pages at request time. The resultant file is 
then checked for well-formedness and validity, processed by the Mozquito Matrix Server, and 
transformed into final presentation on a browser-specific basis.  
 
Mozquito generated files require JavaScript in order to perform many of the advanced 
functions required by the FML tag set. As a result, all incoming queries to the server are 
checked to make sure the browser is capable of displaying the resultant code. Data is also 
cached at the server side to increase overall system performance, especially if a page has 
already been transformed previously. Furthermore, the form layout and display data is 
compressed up to 80% prior to transmission and decompressed on the client machine. 
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The Mozquito Factory product, which is also included in the Server package, provides an 
authoring environment for the creation of XHTML-FML pages that are then converted into 
browser-specific HTML pages. The environment gives a focused and extensible means for the 
creation of dynamic forms documents that can then be processed by the Matrix Server. In 
addition to its own environment, Mozquito has produced plug-ins for popular HTML editing 
suites such as Macromedia’s HomeSite. The HomeSite plug-in is made up of two 
components: the Mozquito Matrix and the Mozquito XHTML-FML Component for HomeSite. 
The Mozquito Matrix, as explained previously, transforms FML files into Web pages with 
normal HTML and JavaScript, giving existing browsers the ability to handle FML tags, whereas 
the XHTML-FML Component adds the FML editing features to the HomeSite editing 
environment.  

    
Customers and Release HistoryCustomers and Release HistoryCustomers and Release HistoryCustomers and Release History    

 
The first release of Mozquito Matrix was in December 1999, and version 1.5 has been 
available since September 2000. In February 2001, Mozquito Matrix Server was released for 
ISPs and web developers. Current major customers include the State of Bavaria, the 
European Community, NATO, the US Department of the Interior, USDA, Agency.com, eImage-
Builders, John Deere, Lexica, Lucent Technologies, Northern Light, PacBell, SBC 
(Southwestern Bell), Telequest, the University of Portland and the University of Oklahoma. 
Some companies are looking to license the technology for use in other products. For example, 
IBM is looking to add FML and XForms functionality to their WebSphere product. OpenWave 
and Ericsson want to produce XForms native code on cell phone, and Netscape and Microsoft 
are looking to embed the functionality on the web browser. 
 
Mozquito has also recently announced a major, strategic partnership with Software AG to 
provide Mozquito’s form technology as a front-end to Software AG’s leading XML data storage 
solution, the Tamino database. This agreement is a major feather in their cap. 
 

Key Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & RecommendationsKey Conclusions & Recommendations    
 

• The Mozquito product line provides a compelling solution for those looking to present 
advanced web form technology based on XHTML and XForms. 

• The Mozquito FML language is ahead of the current XForms specification, which in turn 
has yet to see widespread adoption, and most importantly embedding in web browsers. 

• The long term viability of XForms is dependent on browser adoption 
• Mozquito’s products can bridge the gap by using the simpler XHTML and its server and 

client-side technologies to provide advanced forms technology without requiring browsers 
to be XForms compliant. 

 
 

-- continued -- 
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Profile: MozquitoProfile: MozquitoProfile: MozquitoProfile: Mozquito    (September, 2001)    
Date Founded: 1998 
Funding: Privately-held 
CEO: Sebastian Schnitzenbaumer 
Employees: 35 
Products: 

• Mozquito Factory 
• Mozquito Matrix Server 

Specifications: 
• Forms Markup Language (FML) 

Address: 
Auenstrasse 100 
80469 Munich 
Germany 

URL: www.mozquito.com  
Main Phone: +49 (89) 729974-0 
Contacts: 

Valerie Scheppe valerie@mozquito.com    
Leonard Saffir lenpr@bellsouth.net  
Mary Hightower mhightower@tilsonpr.com  

 
 
Related ResearchRelated ResearchRelated ResearchRelated Research    
 

! XML in the Content Lifecycle Report (ZTR-CL100) 
! Corel ZapNote (ZTZN-0118) 
! HyperVision ZapNote (ZTZN-0249) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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